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Editorial
Congressional Oversight of EPA needed on how it

handles pesticide safeguards

The Environmental Protection
Agency has been routinely ignoring
safeguards designed to protect
endangered species from newly
introduced pesticides. The Bush
administration’s solution is to
remove the safeguards.

Federal rules require that before
approving a new pesticide the EPA
must consult the Fish and Wildlife
Service and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration
Fisheries to see if the product might
harm endangered species.

In practice, the EPA has almost
never complied. The rationale is
that the rules are too cumbersome.

“With 1,200 endangered species
and hundreds of chemicals, it
becomes a logistical nightmare,”
The Los Angeles Times quotes
Interior Department spokesman
Hugh Vickery as saying. “The
thinking was we had to find a more
efficient way.”

Last week the administration
unveiled its “more efficient way.”
Once its proposal takes effect, the
reviews no longer would be
required.

CropLife America, a pesticide trade
group, calls the change “a common
sense approach that strengthens
protections to endangered animal
and plant species.”

The National Resources Defense
Council disagrees. “The new rule
benefits the pesticide industry at the
expense of endangered species,”
said council lawyer Aaron
Colangelo. “By cutting the
government’s wildlife experts out of
the loop, the rule removes an
important safety net ....”

“We are not out of the picture,”
insisted Clint Riley of the Fish and
Wildlife Service. “We would be in
more of an oversight role. As soon
as it looks like there would be any
adverse effect, we would still be in
the picture.”

The problem with that is, without a
formal role for the other agencies,
the EPA would be free to ignore
their advice. And that is something
at which the EPA already is very
proficient.

The EPA has refused to consult
even when asked to do so by Fish

and Wildlife, according to a report
from the Center for Biological
Diversity (CBD), citing the case of
the pesticide Atrazine and the
endangered Barton Springs
salamander.

The CBD report provides a
scathing critique of the EPA’s
stewardship. It says that 375
endangered species, nearly one-
third of those listed, are potentially
harmed by pesticides approved by
the EPA.

Congress needs to block the
proposed rule and tell the EPA to
work out a way to consult without
bring unnecessarily burdensome.

A pesticide can always be
approved later, but once a species
is gone, that is final.
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